
 

NETMOTION WIRELESS AND 2FA VALIDATE COMPATIBILTIY:   PRODUCTS COMBINE SECURE MOBILE VPN 

AND ADVANCED AUTHENTICATION FOR CJIS COMPLIANCE 

AUSTIN, TX – May 15, 2012 - 2FA and NetMotion Wireless announced today that they have tested and 

validated compatibility of their products. 2FA’s innovative Advanced Authentication product, 2FA ONE, 

and the NetMotion Wireless market-leading Mobility XE mobile VPN are certified to work seamlessly to 

provide customers with a solution that complies with critical sections of the CJIS Security Mandate, 

including Advanced Authentication and Wireless Access Restrictions.   

For industries with large mobile workforces, such as law enforcement, public works, emergency medical 

services, fire departments, and telecommunications, implementation of strong authentication practices 

is necessary for government mandates. NetMotion Wireless relies on partners such as 2FA, Inc., to fulfill 

the Advanced Authentication requirements. 2FA’s convenient and cost-effective advanced 

authentication product features integrated single sign-on for streamlined secure access to applications. 

 “There’s a misconception we’re finding in the marketplace that secure connectivity alone is enough to 

satisfy the CJIS mandate as it pertains to Advanced Authentication.  However, Advanced Authentication 

is a key requirement in addition to secure connectivity, so ensuring compatibility between our two 

products is vital to mobile workers.”  says Greg Salyards, CEO of 2FA.   

With the combined use of these technologies, mobile workers need only tap a badge once to logon to 

Windows with Advanced Authentication, thereby establishing their NetMotion mobile VPN session and 

performing Advanced Authentication to a myriad of data provided by Criminal Justice Information 

Systems.  The result is a faster, safer, more convenient, and more secure access to the desktop and 

critical applications.   

Salyards commented on the resulting effect:  “Users in the field now don’t need to worry about typing in 

passwords while driving.  Now they can simply tap their card and be authenticated to not only the 

desktop, but their applications as well.  They’ll remain continuously connected with market-leading 

security provided by NetMotion and will have a hassle-free network experience, while complying with 

government mandates and best security practices. ”   

According to Andy Willett, Senior Vice President of Sales and Marketing for NetMotion Wireless, “The 

2FA and NetMotion Wireless product offerings complement one another well, especially in mission-

critical deployments.  It’s critical for NetMotion to help our customers meet the Advanced 

Authentication requirements for CJIS compliance as easily and cost effectively as possible, and validating 

our compatibility with products like 2FA’s is an important way to do just that.” 
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About NetMotion Wireless 



NetMotion Wireless develops software to manage and secure wireless data deployments for 

organizations with mobile field workers. Their products address the unique challenges introduced by the 

use of wireless, enabling customers to maximize the return on investment in workforce automation. 

More than 2,000 of the world’s most respected organizations across multiple industries including 

utilities, healthcare, telecommunications, public safety, government, insurance, manufacturing, and 

many others use NetMotion Wireless products. Founded in 2001, the company is headquartered in 

Seattle, Washington.   

About 2FA 

2FA Inc. is an Austin, Texas based, veteran-owned, software company created on the single vision of 

simplifying strong authentication. Consistent with that vision, their product, 2FA One, integrates 

credential management, single sign-on, and other advanced authentication workflows.  Since 2006, 2FA 

has been at the forefront of technological advances in security and authentication, with several industry 

“firsts”.  

 


